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Dear Readers,

The time spent as your editor has been 
wonderful. While this is my first issue, I 
regret to say it will be my last (for now). 
I will be going back to school to study 
finance soon. In the meantime, I feel I 
will be more beneficial to the typewriter 
community by cracking serial number 
codes. So far, I’ve determined that begin-
ning in the 1970s, Olivetti serial num-
bers were divided into three (or more) 
sequences. While records provided by 
the National Office Machine Dealers’ 
Association and the Office Machines and 

Dear Readers,

As the world at large contends with the 
vicissitudes of life on a scale not seen in 
decades, it is my hope that you all come 
through safely, and that this magazine, 
and the efforts put into it by those behind 
it, help make your day that little bit 
brighter.

It is also my pleasure to serve the type-
writer community as your new editor, for 
however long that may be. I have taken 
on this responsibility because I believe, 
in this digital age, it is of the utmost 
importance to keep alive the physical 
medium, lest it be lost to the annals of 
time. As we move forward, I ask those of 
you with pertinent stories to share, those 
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Equipment Federation describe Olivetti 
serial number information as being es-
sentially unreliable, I believe that Olivetti 
only provided a small amount of their 
data. (Serial numbers I’ve found with sale 
dates seem to be sequential—in three or 
four separate sequences.) 

As college will consume most of my 
spare time (I’ll be going while I’m still 
employed), I won’t have time to be your 
editor. Tyler Anderson will be picking up 
where I left off.

Thank you for this amazing opportunity!

—Nick Bodemer

of you who have discovered interest-
ing information, or those of you who 
have uncovered history, to come make 
your own contribution to the efforts 
represented here. It is my plan to ensure 
that this magazine continues to provide 
quality content, filled with wondrous and 
exciting things, and that it is built by, and 
engenders, the community spirit of our 
typewriter collective.

And finally, I would like to thank Nick 
Bodemer for stepping in as Editor for the 
Spring issue, and wish him the best suc-
cess in his pursuit of higher education. 
As an accountant, I am legally obligated 
to always support being audit you can be.

—Tyler Anderson

A note from Richard Polt, former editor:

I thank Nick for his role in this issue, and 
look forward to Tyler’s tenure as editor—
a role he is generously taking on in addi-
tion to serving as our secretary-treasurer 
and mailer. Tyler is a true typewriter 

lover and researcher who has a special 
interest in Fox typewriters. His book 
about the Fox company can be down-
loaded free from my website, The Classic 
Typewriter Page. ■
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on october 12, 2019, the first install-
ment of Thomas Russo’s great collection 
of office machines went under the auc-
tioneer’s hammer. Russo’s own catalogue 
can be found in his books Mechanical 
Typewriters and Office Collectibles; the 
Breker catalogue of this auction is itself a 
valuable reference work for the collector, 
as will be the catalogues of the two auc-
tions that are projected to complete the 
sale in 2020.

During my first visit to my great 
collector friend Bernard Williams in 
Burton-upon-Trent, England, I detected 
among his many treasures a Remington 
Standard, which, at first sight, seemed 
inconspicuous. One thing that I noticed, 
though, was that the proportions of the 
frame were not quite right. The second 
look created certainty: it was the Rem-
ington Standard No. 3, known to me only 
from specialist literature. It took almost 
25 years before I could take a second look 
at this model and was fortunate enough 
to add it to my collection! 

Just as this machine is a rare find, infor-
mation about the history of this model in 
the larger Remington family is very scarce. 
Sometimes it is wrongly called the “wide 
carriage version” of the Remington No. 2, 
which does not do justice to the unique 
construction of this machine in any way.

An almost identical press release 
appeared in February 1886 in the Scien-
tific American¹ and in March 1886 in the 
Phonographic World:²

“A Fourteen Inch Type Writer.: Messrs. 
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict, exclu-
sive dealers in Remington standard 
type writers, etc., 339 Broadway, have 
lately brought out a new machine, 
which takes paper fourteen inches 
in width, and any length from a few 
inches to a continuous roll, while its 
keyboard is but a trifle larger than 
that of the Standard No. 2 machine. It 
has 42 keys, writing 84 characters — 
caps, small letters, punctuation marks, 

etc. This machine is more particularly 
adapted to the wants of the legal fra-
ternity, insurance officers, real estate 
men, etc., and wherever an unusual 
width of paper or blanks is in use. 
Orders are already being received for 
this machine from the legal profession 
in England, where, by act of Parlia-
ment, certain documents and most 
legal papers are required to be written 
upon paper of extraordinary width, 
commonly known on the other side as 
brief paper. “

In this context, Mares (1909) confirms 
the assumption that the target market for 
the model No. 3 was primarily the United 
Kingdom and that the main users there 
were persons with legal professions:

“The No. 3 Remington was introduced 
in order to meet the requirements of 
the English market. It was very soon 

Remington Standard No. 3
The Rare Family Member
by bert kerschbaumer

Remington Standard No. 3, #7827

Advert June 1887
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found, ..., that one of the greatest class 
of users would be solicitors.”³

The Shorthand Writer⁴ informs us that

“In February, 1886, a wide paper car-
riage machine, designated No. 3, was 
placed upon the market,… There are 
from fifteen to twenty No. 2 machines 
sold to one No. 4; and the new No. 3 
machine has already reached a larger 
sale than the No. 4.”

It may be further assumed that this 
reference also included some hidden 
advertising for the new No. 3. The previ-
ously mentioned sources support the 
1930 document cited by Paul Lippman 
in American Typewriters,⁵ attributed to 
a manager of the Remington factory in 
Ilion, New York, in which the production 
period of “Standard No. 3” is indicated 
between January 1886 and April 1898.

In a small book⁶ dated February 1888, 
in which Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict 
are co-editors, models 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 
described and the following criteria are 
recommended for differentiation: 

• “For legal work, and for work requiring 
very wide paper, Number 3.

• For all ordinary work, commercial, pro-
fessional, (except legal,) and dramatic, 
where the paper need not be wider than 
eight inches, Number 2.

• For private use, where both small letters 

and capitals are not needed, and where 
money is a consideration, Number 4.

• We do not recommend Number 1 Reming-
ton except where all other considerations 
are sacrificed to money.”

In the introduction to the description 
of model 3, the differences from model 2 
are particularly highlighted:

“The increased length of the car-
riage, if constructed precisely upon 
the model of the No. 2 machine, 
would have added materially to its 
weight, and some modifications 
were therefore found to be neces-
sary. After long and costly experi-
ments, the manufacturers envolved 
this latest and in many respects 
best Type-writer.”

The main design differences from 
Model 2 are as follows:

1. The rack is reversed, so that its teeth point 
upward instead of downward.

2. The rack is made to rock, instead of the dogs.
3. The dogs are above the rack, and travel 

along it.
4. In consequence of the construction and 

action of the dogs, it is possible to push 
the carriage from left to right to any point 
with the hand, without injuring either 
the rack or the dogs.

5. The carriage is narrower and lighter in 
proportion.

6. The key-levers have an upper instead of a 
lower arrangement of springs.

7. The connecting-wires are straighter, are 
divided, and are joint by small nuts, thus 
rendering it easier to shorten or lengthen 
the wire when occasion demands it.

8. It has four extra keys, writing eight ad-
ditional characters.

9. The bell-ringer and the bell are in front, 
so that they can be seen.

10. It has a line-spacing gauge(95) regulating 
three widths

11. The carriage-lever (A) is of different and 
simpler construction

In an advertising brochure published 
by Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict in 1887, 
the price of Model No. 3 was quoted at 
$105 U.S. and that of Model No. 2 at $95 
U.S. The same five type styles - Pica, Me-
dium, Great Primer, Italics, and Gothic 
Capital Letters - are offered for model 
nos. 2 and 3.

In December 1888, Scientific American⁷ 
published a detailed article on type-
writer production at the Remington 
Standard Typewriter Manufacturing 
Company in Ilion, New York, which 
at that time produced a total of 1,700 
typewriters per month. Especially, the 
sectional drawings of model 3 and the 
production of the sheet metal protective 
cover are shown.

In this sectional drawing (at right), 
the rack on the carriage with the teeth 
pointing upwards and the two fixed dogs 

Remington Standard No. 3 
user manual 
(M) Line-space-pawl (F) 
Paper-shelf (N) Stop-collar 
(37) Bell-ringer-thumb-
screw (141) Thumb-piece 
for raising the Dog-frame 
(79) Carriage-stop (149) 
Carriage-shifter Typefaces for model Nos. 2 and 3, 1887
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(b,a) are clearly visible. The same ap-
plies to the springs of the type lever rods 
acting from above.

The machine from my collection with 
the serial #7827 differs from the illustra-
tions in the brochures and journals by 
a differently designed postcard holder. 
Remington offered different versions of 
“Envelope & Postal Card Guides” as spe-
cial accessories for the standard models.

In the course of my research, I was 
able to find the following five Remington 
Standard No. 3 machines:

• Bernd Moss collection: #7397
• Milwaukee public Museum: #7490
• ex Bernard Williams collection: #7525
• Bert Kerschbaumer collection: #7827
• Smithsonian Institution: n.n.

Since in the previous publications, 
either no information about the serial 
number assignment of model 3 was 
given or it was claimed that model 2 
and model 3 belong to the same serial 
number range, no year assignment is 
possible with the above data. Based on 
the known serial numbers, it may be 
possible that a separate number range 
was used for model 3. Unfortunately, 
this assumption is based only on the 
data of the known machines and hence 
merely implies an educated guess. The 
production of the model was stopped in 
1898. What was striking, in this regard, 

was that already in 1888, the model No. 
3 practically no longer appeared in the 
advertisements of Remington.

Model No. 5 with 12-inch platen, 
launched in 1888, is based on the same 
design principles as Model 3, yet with 
some innovations such as a modified 
frame shape of the carriage to allow bet-
ter adjustment of the rack. ■

Tin cover for Remington Standard No. 3Tin-cover production, 1888

Rack and dogs Remington Standard No. 3, #7397,
B. Moss collection

Transverse section, 1888

Carriage open; Remington Standard No. 3, #7827
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Dr. Vittorio Cereseto’s
Typewriter for the Blind

i want to begin this article, which is
published jointly by ETCetera in the US 
and COMPU in Italy, with the only mod-
ern text that contains information on 
Vittorio Cereseto. The author, Domenico 
Scarzello, in the book on the history of 
the typewriter he wrote with Cristiano 
Riciputi, reports in fact in a dedicated 
chapter the only information available 
so far on the all-Italian invention of Dr. 
Cereseto. I quote the first paragraph ver-
batim (translated):

Among the inventors of typewriters, 
the ophthalmologist Vittorio Cereseto 
certainly deserves a prominent place. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, 
he designed one for the blind, which 
received great attention in the press. 
Born in 1836 in Ovada, in the prov-
ince of Alessandria, Cereseto gradu-
ated brilliantly from the University 
of Genoa and later attended in Paris 
for several years the clinic of the well 
known professors Panas Galezowski 
and L’Abadie De Wecker, obtaining a 
specialization in ophthalmology.

And it is from Paris that, recently, an 
unexpected surprise came: I was con-
tacted by the curator of the Valentin 
Haüy Museum in Paris, who sent me 
some photographs of Cereseto’s machine 
in the museum collection, asking if I had 
information on the inventor.

As an Italian typewriter collector and 
ophthalmologist (!), I cannot hide the 
pride of having had the opportunity to 
be the first to see and study Cereseto’s 
machine, which with the same pride I 
show for the first time ever to ETCetera 
and COMPU readers in these pages.

But before moving on to a descrip-
tion of the machine, I would like to say a 
few words about the inventor and try to 
explain his ties with the Valentin Haüy 
Museum, which I discovered to be a 
landmark in the history and evolution of 
tactile writing for the blind.

The Valentin Haüy Museum and His-
torical Archive is a small museum dedi-
cated to the education of the blind, locat-
ed in the building of the Valentin Haüy 
Association in Paris. The museum was 
founded in 1886 by Prof. Edgard Guilbeau 
of the National Institute for Blind Youth, 
and named in honour of Valentin Haüy 
(1745-1822), founder of the first school for 
the blind. The museum contains objects, 
equipment and books from 1771 to the 
present day, which document the history 
of education for the blind. Specifically, 
through objects and paperwork, the Mu-
seum tells the story of blindness and the 
way it was represented in France, as well 
as the way blind people were regarded 
and their struggle for access to culture, 
education and full citizenship. The 
founder, Edgard Guilbeau, blind from an 
early age, was a teacher at the National 
Institute for Blind Youth, and today we 
could also call him a “collector,” because 
following the foundation of the Museum 
he tried to collect objects, made by or for 
blind people, that could tell the story and 
the evolution of their education. Maurice 
de La Sizeranne, also a teacher at the In-
stitute and blind from an early age, soon 
founded the Valentin Haüy Association 
(in 1889), which incorporated his friend’s 
“collection” and is still a reference point 
today for the fight for the autonomy of 
blind people in France.

In order to understand the importance 
of the role played by this association for 
the blind in France, I consider it ap-
propriate to make some historical notes 
that can allow us to contextualize it, at 
the time of its foundation, in the socio-
cultural environment of the second half 
of the nineteenth century.

Until the eighteenth century, the his-
tory of the blind was no different from 
that of all the other outcasts, who mostly 
lived on the streets begging for money. 
What changed, at least in part, the way 
in which society considered blind people 
was the publication of Diderot’s “Let-

ter on the Blind for the Use of Those 
who Can See” of 9 June 1749, a work that 
referred in particular to the blind math-
ematician Nicholas Saunderson (1682-
1739): despite his visual handicap, in fact, 
Saunderson was universally recognized 
as one of the greatest mathematicians 
of the time, to the point that he was also 
appointed Professor at the University of 
Cambridge (with the title of “Lucasian 
Professor”), a position subsequently also 
held by Isaac Newton, Charles Babbage, 
and Stephen Hawking. Today it is even 
believed that Saunderson may have been 
the first discoverer of Bayes’ theorem. In 
short, a great example to ignite the spark 
of change in the world of the visually 
impaired. In fact, in 1785, just 36 years 
after Diderot’s publication, Valentin 
Haüy (1745-1822) founded the first school 
for the blind.

Valentin Haüy was a scholar who, in 
addition to Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, 
was fluent in a dozen modern languages, 
and after reading Diderot became inter-
ested in educating the blind and under-
standing their “psychology.” In particu-
lar, it seems that in 1771, shocked after 
having witnessed a street show in which 
ten blind people were mocked at the 
Saint Ovidio Fair, Valentin Haüy decided 
to commit himself to the education of the 
blind, with the dream of teaching them 
to read and write.

With this ambitious goal in mind, he 
soon had a set of movable printing char-
acters for writing in relief constructed, 
with which in 1784 he successfully began 
teaching a blind young man to read. At 
the request of the Philanthropic Soci-
ety, he soon took with him other young 
boys and girls who were blind, and the 
first “Institute for Blind Children” was 
born. In 1791, this school was national-
ized by the revolutionary parliament and 
then joined to the hospital for the blind 
Hospice des Quinze-Vingts in 1800. It 
regained its independence in 1815, taking 
the name Royal Institute for Blind Youth.

by flavio mantelli
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It was at this school that Louis Braille 
(1809-1852) was admitted at the age of 
ten, and it was here that he learned to 
read using the raised characters designed 
by Valentin Haüy.

And it was at this school that, in 1821, 
Charles Barbier de La Serre, a former 
artillery captain, presented his new writ-
ing system for the blind. Louis Braille 
was very interested in this ingenious 
system of “points in relief ” invented by 
Barbier, which in his opinion, however, 
had the great limitation of being able to 
represent only the phonemes, ignoring 
spelling, grammar, punctuation, and 
numbers. Starting therefore from the 
basis of the de La Serre method, Louis 
Braille began to experiment and, at the 
age of 16, he finally invented the method 
that now bears his name. The Braille 
method was first described in 1829 in a 
publication entitled Method for Writing 
Words, Music and Sounds with Points Ar-
ranged to be Used by the Blind.

In 1828, at the age of 19, Braille was 
appointed as a schoolteacher, where he 
continued his work and research until 
1852, when he died at the age of 43.

About 15 years later, the Institute that 
was hosted in Paris in the same premises 
where it is hosted today, on Boulevard 
des Invalides, became the National In-
stitute for Blind Youth. Among his new 
students was Maurice de La Sizeranne 
(1857-1917), who became blind due to an 
accident at the age of nine. After gradu-
ating in 1878, he was appointed music 
teacher at the National Institute for Blind 
Youth. He was fascinated by the develop-
ment of Braille, and in particular by a 
new, shortened way of writing Braille. In 
1880 he gave up his career to devote him-
self entirely to the cause of the blind. He 
launched periodicals in Braille, including 
Le Louis Braille and Le Valentin Haüy, and 
in 1886 he created a library in Braille, 
precursor of the new library of the Val-
entin Haüy historical archive of today. 
As already mentioned, in 1889 he finally 
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created the Valentin Haüy Association, 
of which he was general secretary for 35 
years until his death in 1924.

Now let’s go back to the Italian Vit-
torio Cereseto. As Scarzello wrote in his 
book, Cereseto was born in Ovada in 1836. 
And it was from Ovada that the research 
on my famous fellow ophthalmologist 
began. He was a pioneer in treating 
trachoma in Italy and the only ophthal-
mologist to have dedicated an effort to 
help the blind as well—patients who 
obviously could not help with his special-
ized medical training—designing a type-
writer dedicated to them; but with great 
surprise, I discovered that Vittorio was 
not the most famous Cereseto in Ovada. 
In fact, in the 1992 book by Maurizio 
Parenti Streets, Avenues and Places of our 
Ovada, I discovered a Giovanni Battista 
Cereseto, writer and humanist, to whom 
a Piazza is dedicated in the city. I quote 
from the book: 

him occupied until a few months before 
his death. In the following years his 
literary production was very copious: 
besides directing from 1849 to 1851 the 
weekly journal Il Giovinetto Italiano, 
an expression of his educational ideas, 
he wrote essays on Dante; the histori-
cal novel Calasanzio; the comedies for 
boys Luigi Camoens and Christmas 
Eve; collections of poems and sermons; 
the History of Poetry in Italy in three 
volumes (1857); The Young Travel-
ers, Or Autumn Pilgrimages of the 
Students of a College Described 
(1858), four books of impressions (in 
the manner of Heine) on some educa-
tional trips made with his students in 
Piedmont, Liguria and Switzerland; 
and a diary. But his major work, on 
which he worked for ten years, seems 
to be the aforementioned translation 
of the Messias: an authentically cre-
ative work in which Cereseto, “master 
of the verse, does not limit himself to 
trace the proposed author, but reworks 
it in the poetic way that his religious 
inspiration suggests” (A. Ferraris). 
In 1858, tuberculosis, from which he 
suffered from his early youth, won the 
battle against his debilitated physique: 
the poet died in his hometown, where 
he had returned a few months earlier, 
on May 18, at the age of 41.

But if Giovanni Battista was an intel-
lectual and author of great fame, the 
same Parenti in his book underlines how 
the whole Cereseto family is worthy of 
memory. I quote again: 

The father of Giovanni Battista, 
Tommaso, was a worthy painter. Born 
in Genoa in 1775 to Giovanni Bat-
tista and Caterina Parodi, wealthy 
shopkeepers, he studied at the Ligus-
tica Academy of Fine Arts under the 
guidance of Carlo Giuseppe Ratti and 
Carlo Alberto Baratta. After settling 
in Ovada, he devoted himself to sacred 
themes by creating tasteful and vi-
brant paintings for the parish church 
and the churches of the district. He 
also successfully cultivated portrai-
ture, working for local patrician 
clients. He died at Mele in 1865. Of his 
other sons, Giovanni was a chemist-
pharmacist and an excellent amateur 
actor, Michele a conduit doctor, and 
Angelo a lover of the liberal arts. 

Another Cereseto, the lawyer Giovanni 
Battista (Ovada, 1858-Genoa, 1937), 
from 1894 held the chair of public and 
private law at the University of Genoa 
and was President of the Lawyers’ 
Association in the same city. In 1897 
he was elected Deputy for the college 
of Capriata d’Orba and in this office 
he presented the bill on the Retire-
ment Fund for the elderly workers. 
He was also several times a municipal 
councilor in Ovada and Genoa. Among 
his most important essays, we men-
tion: The Municipality in Tax Law, 
Comments on Laws on Consump-
tion Duties, Comments on Laws 
in Public Health, The Municipal 
Secretary, Local Roads, Claims for 
Illegitimacy in Administrative Law.

It is interesting to note that only the 
definition of “esteemed eye doctor” is 
dedicated to our Vittorio, the lawyer’s 
brother, in the aforementioned book. 
As anticipated, Vittorio Cereseto was 
certainly an esteemed ophthalmologist, 
a pioneer in treating trachoma in Italy, 
but also much more, and I hope this brief 
article gives him the deserved credit. In 
addition to his typewriter for the blind 
(which earned him the silver medal from 
the Ministry of Education), testifying to 
the great social commitment of Dr. Cere-
seto I would like to underline also that, in 
addition to his medical office (located at 
via Luccoli 1-8 in Genoa), the doctor also 
opened a free ophthalmic clinic for the 
children of the kindergartens of Genoa. 
I quote from the book by Scarzello and 
Riciputi: 

In the press, on December 18, 1910, the 
Abate Giacomo Poggi, President of the 
Children’s Kindergartens of the Center, 
proudly communicates: The Free Oph-
thalmic Clinic for children attending 
the said kindergartens, is moved to via 
S. Giuseppe n. 25 int. 1. The new clinic 
located in a very central and very 
clear position, is provided abundantly, 
thanks to the benevolent condescen-
sion of the cav. adv. Bellagamba, presi-
dent of the civil hospitals of Genoa, to 
which the property belongs, with cold 
water, hot water, gas, electricity, heat-
ing, etc. The relatives of pupils who are 
simultaneously suffering from eye dis-
eases will also be treated in this clinic. 
The medicines needed for treatment 

Giovanni Battista Cereseto was born 
in Ovada on June 18, 1816 to Tommaso 
Cereseto and Caterina Calcagno. In 
1833, upon completing his studies, he 
joined the order of the Scolopi priests 
and was assigned to teach at the Diano 
Marina headquarters, where he began 
his activity as a poet and translator (I 
due Foscari and Marino Faliero by 
Byron). Moving in 1848 to the Nation-
al College of Genoa, with the duties 
of rector of studies and professor of 
rhetoric, he began the translation into 
loose hendecasyllables of the Messias 
of Klopstock, an effort that would keep 
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will be administered free of charge. 
The clinic is directed by its founder, 
Prof. Vittorio Cereseto, the talented 
ophthalmologist who promoted the 
fight against trachoma in Genoa with 
so much effort and so much passion, a 
struggle that, with the effective help 
of the civic hygiene office, began to 
be fruitful with positive results. The 
generosity of the administration of 
kindergartens and the technical exper-
tise of Prof. Cereseto have equipped the 
new clinic with ophthalmic devices for 
the treatment of the most varied eye 
diseases that affect children.

I allow myself a brief digression as 
an ophthalmologist which, in my opin-
ion, also explains Cereseto’s interest in 
developing a typewriter for the blind: 
trachoma, now eradicated in developed 
countries, is an infectious disease which, 
if not cured, leads to blindness. Even 
today the pathology is endemic in many 
third world countries, where it is favored 
by poor hygienic conditions, and it is 
estimated that there are tens of millions 
of affected people in the world, especially 
children between 3 and 5 years old. Today 
the pathology is treatable with a simple 
antibiotic, but in the 1800s it is not diffi-
cult to imagine the frustration of an oph-
thalmologist who was working every day 
with children suffering from an incur-
able disease that progressively led them 
to blindness, depriving them not only of 
visual function, but also of any possibil-
ity of social independence and access to 
formal education. It is not difficult for 
me to imagine that the idea of creating a 
device to help his most unlucky patients 
was a real raison d’être for Cereseto. In 
fact, not only did he come to design a 
machine far superior to the others avail-
able on the market in the same histori-
cal period, but he worked enormously 
to promote it and make it known in the 
greatest possible number of institutions 
for the blind both at national and inter-
national levels.

It was precisely his desire to make his 
invention known internationally that 
probably led him to bring a machine to 
Paris (now in the collection of the Valen-
tin Haüy Museum). In fact, as previously 
written, the founder of the Valentin 
Haüy Association Maurice de La Sizer-
anne also founded the magazine Le Val-
entin Haüy, and the machine of Cereseto 

was described in a number dated 1907 of 
this same journal. It seems to have been a 
common practice, at the end of the 1800s 
and beginning of the 1900s, to donate 
books and objects to the Valentin Haüy 
Museum. The new inventions were thus 
tested and described in detail in the As-
sociation’s magazine.

What Cereseto donated seems to be an 
“exhibition” version, probably the same 
that he had previously used to make his 
invention known in the various institutes 
for the blind in Italy. In fact, at the centre 
of the machine there is an engraved 
brass plate that reads: “MACCHINETTA 
SCRIVENTE PEI CIECHI DEL DOTTOR V. 
CERESETO Oculista GENOVA – BREVET-
TATA – Stabilimento Metallurgico ANTO-
NIO CRISTE Genova” (“SMALL WRITING 
MACHINE FOR THE BLIND OF DOCTOR 
V. CERESETO Ophthalmologist GENOA 
- PATENTED - Metallurgic Plant ANTO-
NIO CRISTE Genoa”). I have no concrete 
evidence to confirm my theory that the 
machine kept in Paris is the very same 
inventor’s model, dated around 1895, but 
I found a Portuguese magazine, the Jornal 
Dos Cegos (Journal of the Blind), which in 
No. 29 of March 1898 reports a descrip-
tion of Cereseto’s invention with a front 
page drawing of the machine without the 
brass plate. 

But if the Jornal Dos Cegos in 1898 
and the Valentin Haüy magazine in 1907 
dedicated an article to the description of 
Cereseto’s machine, giving proof of the 
great effort of the inventor to advertise 
his machine beyond national borders, 
it was in Italy that the press paid more 

attention to the machine. In particular, 
I reproduce verbatim (translated) an 
article published in the Official Gazette of 
the Kingdom of Italy (No. 124, Monday, 27 
May 1895), entitled “A new typewriter for 
the blind”:

H. M. the Queen of Italy was pleased to 
receive in one of the past few days, in a 
private audience, the very clear doctor 
Vittorio Cereseto, a skilful Genoese 
ophthalmologist, who presented to H. 
M. a device invented by him to make 
writing faster and easier for the blind.
Dr. Cereseto was accompanied by the 
blind-born Mr. A. Costa, teacher at the 
Institute of the Blind of Genoa, and a 
student of Fine Arts and Philosophy at 
the University of the same city.
H. M. the Queen showed that she 
took keen interest in experiencing the 
new machine, which she examined 
at length in all its parts and whose 
ingenious simplicity and ease of use 
she repeatedly praised.

She herself wished to dictate 
certain passages of a book to the 
blind man and to a man with normal 
vision, and noted with the greatest 
pleasure that the blind man’s writ-
ing had been far more rapid than 
that of the other man; for this she 
made to the distinguished inventor 
the most flattering congratulations: 
to which, compassionately studious 
as H. M. is of every work that turns 
to the advantage and aid of the poor 
blind, she wanted to add that she 
would personally commit to make the 

Engraved brass plate
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machine of Dr. Cereseto being adopted 
in the Institute of the Blind, placed 
under the auspices of her Name and 
her protection, while ordering from 
the inventor several specimens.

The hearing lasted about an hour 
and Dr. Cereseto and the blind man were 
moved by the goodness of Her Majesty.

We believe that it will please the 
readers if we add here some details 
about this beautiful machine by Dr. 
Cereseto which, in its marvelous sim-
plicity, seems to give back to the blind 
the visual virtue that is miserably 
taken away from them.

Until the present day the poor blind 
men used in writing a quite primitive 
mechanical process which consisted of 
a steel punch with which, by means of 
a conveniently pierced brass guide, the 
letters are patiently engraved from top 
to bottom, one by one. Like lithogra-
phers and engravers, they had to write 
from right to left to read then in the op-
posite direction, and, what is more dif-
ficult, they were forced to engrave the 
letters upside down to read them then 
right side up. One can easily imagine 
the difficulties faced by blind-born chil-
dren in this activity, and how it would 

be for them a real intellectual torture to 
remember all the signs of the alphabet, 
punctuation, spelling, numbers and 
finally also music! We sighted people 
can have a faint idea of this difficulty 
by thinking of the time and effort we 
would spend if we were to write, for 
example, the music in one direction, 
and then read it upside down.

In addition, the blind easily fell ill 
with graphospasm, the terrible and 
incurable disease of telegraphers and 
scribes; and they could not read what 
they had been writing.

With the Cereseto device, these 
drawbacks are removed altogether. The 
blind man writes in the same direction 
in which he reads, i.e. from left to right; 
he engraves straight Braille letters and 
not upside-down letters, he does not get 
tired and can write comfortably with 
the speed of 180 letters per minute, 
speed that nobody can reach with the 
pen; and finally, he can read and correct 
what he has been writing.

The device has only 6 keys, on 
which the blind can conveniently write 
the letters of all languages, even those 
that do not have Latin signs; all the 
accents and signs of spelling, the num-
bers, and finally even music, in any 
key, the latter being very important 
since music is studied with passion by 
all the blind in general.

The handling of the keyboard of 
the small and light appliance (weight 
4 kilograms) is so simple that all the 
blind people of the various institutes 
visited by Dr. Cereseto, including our 
two from Rome, S. Alessio and Mar-
gherita Savoia, where he presented his 
apparatus, could write with sufficient 
correctness after a brief explanation.

The machine is patented nationally 
and abroad.

The newspapers of Genoa and 
Milan already spoke of this invention 
in very flattering terms. The marquis 
Gavotti, former mayor of Genoa, 
president of the Institute for the Blind 
in that city, wrote in a signed article in 
the Citizen of Genoa of April 30th:

“This is the greatest invention that 
has been made in the field of teach-
ing to the blind, and this is also the 
first time that an ophthalmologist 
has worked to improve the fate of the 
blind, these poor unhappy people for 
whom ophthalmology is powerless.”Jornal Dos Cegos No.29, March 1898
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I cannot hide the hope that the ma-
chine photographed in these pages is the 
very same model that Cereseto showed to 
the Queen of Italy...

Before concluding this article, I would 
like to add some details to the descrip-
tion of the Cereseto machine reported in 
the Official Gazette: the machine, with a 
fixed keyboard, is enclosed in an elegant 
mahogany frame that measures about 45 
x 28 cm. Two handles on the sides allow 
its easy transport.

The mechanical components are made 
of steel and, on the front, there is even a 
small hook to be placed on the edge of the 
desk or table to allow the machine not 
to move away from its user during use. 
The parts that create friction while the 
machine is in operation, or that serve to 
move the paper forward or backward, are 
covered in leather and rubber to keep the 
machine silent.

The construction of the machine allows 
writing from left to right, which is not of 
trivial importance given that one of the 
main limitations of previous typewriters 
for the blind was precisely that they had 
to write in reverse. The points in Braille 
writing in relief are formed, through 
punches rounded on the tip, on the upper 
part of the sheet, thus allowing immediate 
reading (and possibly correction).

To understand how the machine 
works, it must first be remembered that 
the letters of the Braille alphabet are 
composed of 1 to 6 points in relief and 
numbered as follows:

1
2
3

4
5
6
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The keyboard is located at the front 
of the machine. On the opposite side 
of the box there is an opening through 
which the paper is positioned and the 
carriage is maneuvered.

The keyboard has two types of keys:
1. six “vertical” keytops which, 

through a simple lever system, transmit 
the movement of the key downwards, 
to the movement of the correspond-
ing punch upwards, to create the raised 
Braille point on the paper. These keys 
are arranged in such a way that those 
corresponding to the index fingers are 
used for the formation of points 1 and 4, 
the middle fingers for points 2 and 5, and 
finally the ring fingers points 3 and 6. The 
little fingers are not used. The combina-

tion of points allows you to quickly write 
the letters of the Braille alphabet.

2. Two other keytops are used with 
the thumbs. These move on a horizon-
tal plane, which is necessary, according 
to the author, to be consistent with the 
anatomy of the hand. The right thumb 
serves for the space key and the left 
thumb automatically returns the carriage 
to the beginning of the line. According 
to the inventor, the two thumbs pressed 
against the two horizontal keys also make 
the position of the hands on the keyboard 
more stable and act as a point of refer-
ence for the blind to better position the 
other fingers.

According to the inventor, who evi-
dently had paid great attention to the 
design of an easy-to-use machine for a 
blind person, all the parts of the machine 
were made in such a way that the blind 
user could adjust them by himself: he 
could increase or decrease the tension of 
the springs that regulate the movement 
based on the speed of writing, and he 
could change the height of the points that 
form the letters based on the thickness of 
the paper used. Moreover, to give a point 
of reference to the blind user, four spaces 
before the end of each line, the carriage 
rings a bell.

I conclude this article by asking myself 
why a machine so well designed and 
widely praised by all the experts in the 
field is now so rare. It would be normal to 
imagine that Cereseto had several speci-
mens produced for the many schools for 
the blind spread throughout national 
and international territory; however, the 
specimen kept in the Parisian museum 
is probably the only known specimen in 
the world. Everything would make one 
think, therefore, of a poor success of 
the machine on the market, something 
for me really inexplicable ... unless of 
course, immediately after the invention 
of Cereseto, an even better machine was 
released. To validate or refute this hy-
pothesis, I did some research on the other 
Braille typewriters of the same period and 
came across an image that left me, to say 
the least, speechless: in the July 1911 issue 
of the magazine Revue Dactylographique 
et Mécanique, of which the Historical 
Archive Valentin Haüy keeps a copy, the 
image of the first model of the Braille 
typewriter by the German Oskar Picht 
appears. Further information on the con-
struction of this machine is provided in Braille punches

Keyboard

Keytops
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November 1909 by the magazine Der Blind-
enfreund, which reads: “The first model [of 
the Picht machine] was made by precision 
mechanic Bruno Ruppert in Berlin in 1899, 
and unfortunately it had so many defects 
and was so unsuitable for mass produc-
tion that the subsequent development 
phases had to be abandoned.” The only 
known specimen of this machine is kept 
in the Steglitz blind museum (Museum 
für Blindenunterricht). What surprised 
me is the resemblance, to say the least 
impressive, to Cereseto’s machine! I pres-
ent here the image published in Revue 
Dactylographique et Mécanique next to a 
photograph of the mechanics of Cereseto’s 
machine to allow readers to judge freely.

Honestly, I challenge anyone to say 
that it is not exactly the same machine: 
the same number and layout of the keys, 
the same mechanism for the advance-
ment of the carriage, the same position 
of the end-of-line bell, the same position 
of the hand described by Cereseto, and 
even the same shape of the base! The 
design, although all the basic mechani-
cal principles are the same (starting 
from the layout of the six keys for the six 
Braille dots), is quite far from the final 
appearance of the Picht typewriter, of 
which I present an image as an example.

It is difficult to imagine a publication 
error in the Revue Dactylographique et Mé-
canique, but obviously I cannot exclude it. 
If, on the other hand, the published im-
age is truly that of the first Picht machine 
(which later became one of the most 
successful Braille typewriters in Europe), 
I can’t avoid thinking that Cereseto ceded 
the rights of his invention to Oskar Picht, 
or at least worked with Picht to improve 
his machine, making it more compact 
and easy to produce in series. Unfortu-
nately, I could not find written evidence 
of this hypothesis that, if it were true, 

would be the proof that Cereseto was 
able to finally achieve what he really 
wanted for his invention: the access of all 
the blind to an easy-to-use typewriter.

Vittorio Cereseto died in Genoa, at the 
age of fifty-six, on 11 November 1919. I 
believe that the release of this article 100 

years after his death is the best way that, 
as an Italian collector and ophthalmolo-
gist, I could have found to celebrate a 
great doctor, a great inventor, and a true 
pioneer who was little known in the his-
tory and evolution of tactile writing for 
the blind. ■

Carriage

Typing sample

CeresetoPicht Later Picht
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The Picht Index Typewriter
Letting the blind correspond with the sighted

in 1910, the teacher for the blind
Oskar Picht, then director of the Institute 
for the Blind in Bromberg and later of 
the State Institute for the Blind in Berlin-
Steglitz, introduced the Picht Index 
typewriter for the blind, for producing 
normal writing.  This historic typewriter 
is an index typewheel machine and has 
a keypad with the raised dots of Braille. 
Blind people can feel the desired letter 
with their right hand and at the same time 
adjust it with a ruler with a pointer that 
can be moved in a straight line.  Along 
with the Braille characters, this type-
writer has the letters of German ordinary 
writing next to the Braille characters. The 
blind person presses the writing key with 
the index finger and the thumb of the left 
hand. The typewheel adjusts itself to the 
writing position according to the selected 
Braille character, touches an ink roller, 
and prints the corresponding letter. The 
types are flat and the cylinder is faceted.

The sophisticated technology that 
was already feasible at that time in-
creased the precision of writing with 
this model, and this design did justice 
to the sensitive touch of the operator’s 
fingers. The basic version has only the 
Braille index. For an extra charge, it was 
available with Braille and conventional 
writing index, so this version could also 
be used by sighted people.

The good condition of this historic 
typewriter for the blind (serial num-
ber 2254) is astonishing, thanks to the 
fact that this handy machine has been 
stored, well protected, for 110 years in a 
convenient wooden case. Thus, the res-
toration effort was kept within limits. 
The moving parts and the bearing of 
the typewheel were cleaned, the felt ink 
roller was replaced, and the paper trans-
port was checked. After the restora-
tion, the machine was reassembled, and 
adjustments as well as functional checks 

by lothar k. friedrich,
thomas fürtig, &
werner starzl

were carried out. The time required was 
only two hours. 

Oskar Picht (born May 27, 1871 in 
Pasewalk, died May 18, 1945 in Bergholz-
Rehbrücke) was concerned early on with 
the needs of the blind in mechanical 
typewriters, and in 1907 he developed 
a typewriter for the blind with six keys 
and one space bar. The basis was Braille, 
whose characters were embossed into 
the paper. Another development was a 
stenograph for the blind and a communi-
cation device for the deaf-blind. In 1910 
the Picht Index was added.

Louis Braille (born January 4, 1809 
in Coupvray, died January 6, 1852 in 
Paris) is the inventor of  Braille. Using 
only six dots, he developed a system 
with which every letter of  the alphabet 
can be represented. The manufacturer 
of  the Picht Braille typewriters at that 
time was the company Herde & Wendt 
in Berlin. ■

The operating instructions are located in the lid of the case.
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ephemera : by peter weil

The Monarch Typewriter
Telephone Index
sometime in 1905, after launching
its first model the previous year, Mon-
arch Typewriter Company chose an ef-
fective and relatively inexpensive means 
to advertise their new visible-writing 
typewriter. Company sales representa-
tives visited potential customer firms and 
distributed a telephone number index 
device as an advertising premium, a gift.¹ 
1  2  This freebie was a stamped alumi-

num case, emblazoned with the new logo 
that was put right in plain view as clearly 
as the model 1’s just-typed line. The index 
was to be attached to the telephone. Mon-
arch hoped that by putting this Automat-
ic Card Index, a new exclusive contact 
directory, at their potential customers’ 
fingers every business day, the company 
would establish their brand’s recognition 
and rapidly increase sales. 

Why would Monarch have selected 
what today would be called a “contact 
file”  to create a strong identity in a com-
petitive market? Monarch was a brash 

start-up in a market already beginning 
to be swamped by the visible Underwood 
models, especially the new no. 5. Mon-
arch also was confronted with high-qual-
ity visible typewriter models offered by 
L.C. Smith. Underwood had been around 
in the office and factory markets for 
many years, first with inks and ribbons, 
and, after 1897, with typewriters that 
bore its name. And many of Monarch’s 
potential customers knew that the L.C. 
Smith firm was founded by the same 
people that had marketed the much-
respected Smith Premier typewriters. 
Unlike their chief competitors’ connec-
tion to those trusted names, Monarch’s 
link to the famous Remington company 
was kept secret.² Remington created 
Monarch to enter the visible-writing 
machine market, while continuing to 
make, market, and extol the advantages 
of Remington-branded nonvisible-writ-
ing typewriters, leaving their excellent 
typewriter with no name recognition in 
this burgeoning new market.   

But Monarch fully recognized this and 
understood the more general problems of 

1

2
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business technology. Potential customers 
had a major problem, in part, created by 
the spread of the telephone as a must-
have for any but the smallest business. 
Larger firms had some telephones, but 
very few of them relative to the number 
of users. Employees were expected to 
contact by phone their own potential and 
existing customers, but where were the 
telephone numbers located that their 
sales staff needed? Ideally, the numbers 
were in large and small wooden vertical 
file boxes on various desks and workta-
bles. The most elaborate of these tele-
phone number files was the first “office 
tickler,” something similar to the recipe 
cardholder that many of us have had in 
our kitchens. Introduced in 1888 and still 
used by some companies, it was simply 
a desk file box stocked with alphabetical 
or date-arranged dividers.³ One imme-
diate problem was that the company’s 
telephone or telephones were often not at 
the location of a staff member’s worksta-
tion. A card ideally was in the proper 
position in a file box, to be located, often 
removed, used at the phone, and, then, 
refiled. But, staff members were busy, 
and, even if they did put the card back in 
its box, it often was misfiled. Even worse, 
numbers often were written down on a 
piece of paper by a person taking a call 
from a new potential customer, and that 
number may never have made it onto a 
card, resulting in piles of pieces of paper 
scattered about by whoever took down 
the name and number.⁴ A semblance of 
order in such situations often was created 
by pinning these coda sheets together 
into small bundles, with, perhaps, at best, 
only one staff member knowing what was 
in any one pierced clump. Lost customers 
and sales were the potential result.

In 1904, thanks to an inventor named 
James E. Scoville, finding the telephone 
number of a hot contact could be ac-
complished quickly and predictably, and, 
even better, it was claimed, automatically 
refiled. And it always would be right on 
the telephone itself, whether a candle-
stick desk phone or a wall set (see 3  4  
illustrating attachment to a candlestick 
telephone).⁵ Scoville applied for his U.S. 
patent on September 30, 1904, and was 
granted patent number 835476 two years 
later on December 6, 1906. He assigned 
half of the patent to the Automatic Index 
firm. However, the company did not wait 
until the patent was granted. Stamped 

on the lowest part of the back in Figure 2, 
the user is informed that the patent has 
been applied for, not granted. 

Use of the Index, including its  “auto-
matic” feature, requires selecting a card, 
pulling the tab to the right against the 
spring-loaded lever on the bottom right 
of the aluminum frame, thus exposing 
the card and the names and numbers on 
it, and then releasing the tab, allowing 
the spring to move the card back into the 
frame and its resting position.⁶ 5   
It would be a half century (1958) before  
this and other flat filing systems—
”flatadexes,” if you will—would be re-
placed by the newly ubiquitous Rolodex. 
Today the Rolodex is, for most busi-
nesses, as obsolete as the flatadex, which 
was replaced, of course, by cell and other 
digital contact files. Just like Scoville’s 
“Automatic Index” in 1905, today your 
important telephone numbers are right 
on your phone! ■

Endnotes
1. For specific discussion of advertising premiums and 

their role in typewriter marketing, please see my 
“Ephemera” article in ETCetera No. 83, September, 2008, 
pp. 14-15. 

2. The link between Monarch and Remington became 
widely known during the 1907-1908 period. The intro-
duction of the Remington Model 10 in 1908 ended any of 
the reason for the secrecy. 

3. Some versions of these wooden file boxes included a 
rod at the center of the base that went through a hole 
in the base of each card. The rod could be taken out to 
insert a new card in its proper place and to remove a 
card. The purpose of the rod was to help retain a card in 
a box, to minimize the removal of a card. Ideally, office 
procedural rules prohibited the removal of a currently 
valid card, but such cards were often removed, just as 
from file boxes that lacked this feature. 

4. Office procedure manuals, such as Arthur E. Morton’s 
Modern Typewriting and Manual of Office Procedure (eight 
editions, 1902-1916) in the first decades of the 20th 
century recommended that information to be kept in 
main office files be typed on cards by a typists and that 
the file be added to and modified by the typist as part 
of their duties. This assumes that critical telephone 
numbers, as critical office information, were to be given 
by the staff members to the typist for primary record 
preparation and management, but manuals are silent 
on the issue. Moreover, this procedure may not have 
been conducted assiduously, and, followed or not, would 

not have excluded sales and service staff members 
from creating, managing, and mismanaging their own 
telephone number records. It is also noteworthy that 
Morton is silent on the matter of the office procedural 
role of the typist in relation to an office telephone. This 
omission is striking in relation to the otherwise strongly 
recommended assignment to the typist of so central a 
role in the management of office information. 

5. The use of aluminum was essential to the design of 
Automatic Index as a file to be attached to the upper 
part of a candlestick phone. Any other metal would have 
been too heavy, causing the telephone to be top-heavy 
and, thus, to be prone to falling over.  Another benefit 
of the use of aluminum for an advertising premium in 
the first decade of the 20th century was that aluminum 
had only recently become inexpensive to refine. Before 
the introduction in 1888 of the use of electrolysis to 
make aluminum from bauxite, refined aluminum had 
been one of the most expensive metals in the world. 
The change had been recent enough that knowledge of 
its low cost in 1905 was not widespread. Thus, objects 
made of aluminum, such as Monarch’s Automatic Phone 
Index, were often viewed as valuable and special. 

6. It is impossible to know whether the Automatic Index 
was distributed in large numbers or the extent to which 
it was successful as both a technology and as a promoter 
or sales for Monarch. I have been collecting ephemera 
for twenty-five years, and this year I found and pur-
chased the first surviving example I have ever seen. 

Front view

Top view

3

4

5
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show & tell : eric meary

last october, a new sholes and 
glidden appeared in Paris. The machine 
is serial #1655, made in late 1875. The 
carriage return on this early version was 
powered by a foot treadle.  The treadle 
return mechanism includes a wheel on 
the left side through which a cable was 
drawn that was attached to the treadle.  

My rare example of an original Type-
Writer is decorated with one of several 
frequently found floral patterns on the 
body and medieval medallions on the 
sides. However, in addition, it includes 
rare fruit-basket decals and a figure of a 
woman on the back cover plate. I assume 
that this woman carrying ears of wheat 
is Ceres, goddess of abundance (“cereal” 
etymologically comes from Ceres). It is 
said that every Sholes and Glidden has 
a unique combination of hand-painted 
decorations and decals. In Jos Legrand’s 
large database, only one machine, a 

A New Sholes in Town

remodeled one, has the Ceres decal. Jos 
knows of a little more than 60 examples 
of the first model; of these, one third are 
in original condition and two thirds are 
remodeled. Since the first versions go to 
about #2000, it is easy to speculate that, 
from a total of 4,000 to 5,000 Sholes and 
Gliddens produced, and including as-yet-
unknown machines, it is possible that 
150 to 200 machines are still in existence. 
So, Sholes and Gliddens are certainly not 
rare, but, because of the technological 
and large aesthetic differences among 
individual machines, each owner of this 
milestone machine feels that he has a 
unique jewel—and is probably right. ■

Email: meary.eric@gmail.com

Thanks to Richard Polt and Jos Legrand, and 
with a thought for our late, lamented friend, 
Dennis Clark.
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New on
the Shelf

Lynda Beckler: Blickensderfer 7,
Fraktur type 
Nick Bodemer: Smith-Corona Super G, 
1963 Royal Century
Guillermo Fernández Boan: 1985 IBM 
6715, 1977 Olympia SM9 (Turkish kbd.), 
Condor portable, Triumph 10 #57972

Lothar K. Friedrich: Plurotyp #360250 1

Glen Gravatt: Royal P1 #87485, Royal P1 
#101877 2

David John: Senta 3-bank #34953, 3

Macy’s Portable #37566, 4  Standard 
Folding 1 #5373 5

Thomas Kramer: Piana prototype, 6

Continental 1 #452, Adler Travelling 
Model #100 052, 7  Victor 1 #714, 8  
Flavio Mantelli: Little Bonanza 9  
Javier Romano: Standard Folding 2 
#11377, Lambert 1B #26439, Olivetti 
Pluma 22 
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Around the World

Historische Burowelt

No. 118, December 2019
• History of ABC typewriters

ifhb.de

HBw-Aktuell

December 2019
• Ohtani Japanese typewriter
• Olympia-Plurotyp
• Hybrid postwar typewriters

ifhb.de

January 2020
• Restored Rapid thrust-action

typewriter
• Meetings
• eBay highlights

February 2020
• Ideal A with mathematical characters
• Candidates for the IFHB board

March 2020
• Board of directors’ report
• Picht Index typewriter

David Steinbeck: Crandall 10  
Maxim Suravegin: Sampo #296, 11  Adler 
19 (astronomy symbols), 12  Unda 13

Peter Weil: Hand-written 181-page di-
ary of the president of the Densmore 
Typewriter Co., James Warner Stur-
devant, from 1891 to 1898 
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New on the Shelf
(continued)


